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science is a leading outlet for scientific news commentary and cutting edge research through its
print and online incarnations science reaches an estimated worldwide readership of more than one
million science s authorship is global too and its articles consistently rank among the world s
most cited research nature news could a rare mutation that causes dwarfism also slow ageing
people with laron syndrome have a low risk of heart disease and a number of other age related
disorders hinting at of science is the world s leading platform for scientific research and
citation data it covers all disciplines and sources from journals and books to patents and
proceedings with of science you can access the most authoritative and influential publications
metrics and insights in your field and beyond science news features news articles videos and more
about the latest scientific advances independent accurate nonprofit news since 1921 first
published in 1869 nature is the world s leading multidisciplinary science journal nature
publishes the finest peer reviewed research that drives ground breaking discovery and is read by
the science of science scisci places the practice of science itself under the microscope leading
to a quantitative understanding of the genesis of scientific discovery creativity and practice
and developing tools and policies aimed at accelerating scientific progress home plos breaking
boundaries empowering researchers opening science plos is a nonprofit open access publisher
empowering researchers to accelerate progress in science and medicine by leading a transformation
in research communication about plos every country every career stage every area of science
absolute lymphocyte count and neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio as predictors of cdk 4 6 inhibitor
efficacy in advanced breast cancer shogo nakamoto tadahiko shien masahiko ikeda article open
science vol 384 no 6694 25 apr 2024 420 428 research article repair of crispr guided rna breaks
enables site specific rna excision in human cells of science is the world s leading platform for
scientific research and discovery you can find the most relevant and impactful publications and
citations in any field of study and access the full text and citation data of any document with
of science you can explore the global and multidisciplinary knowledge base of science articles
published open access are peer reviewed and made freely available for everyone to read download
and reuse in line with the user license displayed on the article sciencedirect is the world s
leading source for scientific technical and medical research explore journals books and articles
browse search and explore journals indexed in the of science the master journal list is an
invaluable tool to help you to find the right journal for your needs across multiple indices
hosted on the of science platform spanning all disciplines and regions of science core collection
is at the heart of the of science platform google scholar provides a simple way to broadly search
for scholarly literature search across a wide variety of disciplines and sources articles theses
books abstracts and court opinions automated social science language models as scientist and
subjects we present an approach for automatically generating and testing in silico social
scientific hypotheses this automation is made possible by recent advances in large language
models llm but the key feature of the approach is the use of structural causal models structural
selected science papers are published online ahead of print some editorial changes may occur
between the first release version and the final printed version 25 apr 2024 repair of crispr
guided rna breaks enables site specific rna excision in human cells by anna nemudraia artem
nemudryi blake wiedenheft 25 apr 2024 full access abstract abstract here we show that the last
glacial maximum lgm provides a stronger constraint on equilibrium climate sensitivity ecs the
global warming from increasing greenhouse gases after accounting for temperature patterns
feedbacks governing ecs depend on spatial patterns of surface temperature pattern effects hence
using the scientific papers are for sharing your own original research work with other scientists
or for reviewing the research conducted by others as such they are critical to the evolution of
modern science of the total environment is an international multi disciplinary natural science
journal for publication of novel hypothesis driven and high impact research on the total
environment which interfaces the atmosphere lithosphere hydrosphere biosphere and anthroposphere
the papers critics contend are fatally flawed and muddy the scientific consensus for courts and
lawmakers who lack the scientific training to understand their methodological flaws the resulting
paper evaluating top down bottom up and environmental drivers of pelagic food web dynamics along
an estuarine gradient was recently published in the journal ecology it is a great example of how
long term monitoring data data integration cutting edge statistics and diverse teams can work
together to provide new insights
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science aaas
Mar 29 2024

science is a leading outlet for scientific news commentary and cutting edge research through its
print and online incarnations science reaches an estimated worldwide readership of more than one
million science s authorship is global too and its articles consistently rank among the world s
most cited research

latest science news discoveries and analysis nature
Feb 28 2024

nature news could a rare mutation that causes dwarfism also slow ageing people with laron
syndrome have a low risk of heart disease and a number of other age related disorders hinting at

of science
Jan 27 2024

of science is the world s leading platform for scientific research and citation data it covers
all disciplines and sources from journals and books to patents and proceedings with of science
you can access the most authoritative and influential publications metrics and insights in your
field and beyond

science news the latest news from all areas of science
Dec 26 2023

science news features news articles videos and more about the latest scientific advances
independent accurate nonprofit news since 1921

nature
Nov 25 2023

first published in 1869 nature is the world s leading multidisciplinary science journal nature
publishes the finest peer reviewed research that drives ground breaking discovery and is read by

science of science science aaas
Oct 24 2023

the science of science scisci places the practice of science itself under the microscope leading
to a quantitative understanding of the genesis of scientific discovery creativity and practice
and developing tools and policies aimed at accelerating scientific progress

home plos
Sep 23 2023

home plos breaking boundaries empowering researchers opening science plos is a nonprofit open
access publisher empowering researchers to accelerate progress in science and medicine by leading
a transformation in research communication about plos every country every career stage every area
of science

research articles scientific reports nature
Aug 22 2023

absolute lymphocyte count and neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio as predictors of cdk 4 6 inhibitor
efficacy in advanced breast cancer shogo nakamoto tadahiko shien masahiko ikeda article open

research science aaas
Jul 21 2023

science vol 384 no 6694 25 apr 2024 420 428 research article repair of crispr guided rna breaks
enables site specific rna excision in human cells

of science
Jun 20 2023

of science is the world s leading platform for scientific research and discovery you can find the
most relevant and impactful publications and citations in any field of study and access the full
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text and citation data of any document with of science you can explore the global and
multidisciplinary knowledge base of science

sciencedirect com science health and medical journals
May 19 2023

articles published open access are peer reviewed and made freely available for everyone to read
download and reuse in line with the user license displayed on the article sciencedirect is the
world s leading source for scientific technical and medical research explore journals books and
articles

of science master journal list wos mjl by clarivate
Apr 18 2023

browse search and explore journals indexed in the of science the master journal list is an
invaluable tool to help you to find the right journal for your needs across multiple indices
hosted on the of science platform spanning all disciplines and regions of science core collection
is at the heart of the of science platform

google scholar
Mar 17 2023

google scholar provides a simple way to broadly search for scholarly literature search across a
wide variety of disciplines and sources articles theses books abstracts and court opinions

2404 11794 automated social science language models as
Feb 16 2023

automated social science language models as scientist and subjects we present an approach for
automatically generating and testing in silico social scientific hypotheses this automation is
made possible by recent advances in large language models llm but the key feature of the approach
is the use of structural causal models structural

first release science
Jan 15 2023

selected science papers are published online ahead of print some editorial changes may occur
between the first release version and the final printed version 25 apr 2024 repair of crispr
guided rna breaks enables site specific rna excision in human cells by anna nemudraia artem
nemudryi blake wiedenheft 25 apr 2024 full access abstract

last glacial maximum pattern effects reduce climate science
Dec 14 2022

abstract here we show that the last glacial maximum lgm provides a stronger constraint on
equilibrium climate sensitivity ecs the global warming from increasing greenhouse gases after
accounting for temperature patterns feedbacks governing ecs depend on spatial patterns of surface
temperature pattern effects hence using the

scientific papers learn science at scitable nature
Nov 13 2022

scientific papers are for sharing your own original research work with other scientists or for
reviewing the research conducted by others as such they are critical to the evolution of modern

stoten science of the total environment journal
Oct 12 2022

science of the total environment is an international multi disciplinary natural science journal
for publication of novel hypothesis driven and high impact research on the total environment
which interfaces the atmosphere lithosphere hydrosphere biosphere and anthroposphere

junk science is cited in abortion ban cases researchers are
Sep 11 2022

the papers critics contend are fatally flawed and muddy the scientific consensus for courts and
lawmakers who lack the scientific training to understand their methodological flaws
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science stories eat or be eaten
Aug 10 2022

the resulting paper evaluating top down bottom up and environmental drivers of pelagic food web
dynamics along an estuarine gradient was recently published in the journal ecology it is a great
example of how long term monitoring data data integration cutting edge statistics and diverse
teams can work together to provide new insights
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